Presiding Bishop's Message Regarding the Supreme Court's Decision on
Marriage
Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ,
Many of us have been disappointed by the Supreme Court's decision to permit
same-sex marriage in all fifty states and territories. We can only regard this as a
secular response to an issue that has no bearing on the sacramental nature of
Christian marriage. Entering into partnerships may well be a legal option for
people who wish to join together for business purposes or to otherwise further
secular interests through a partnership. However, such partnerships cannot be
regarded as marriage in the Christian understanding of marriage.
While we may lament the action of the Supreme Court, we must understand that
the narrow definition they employed to make the decision has no bearing on the
Biblical definition of Christian marriage. We issued a statement about Christian
marriage in 2012. That statement, which is prominently displayed on our website,
fully expresses the position of the Anglican Church in America regarding Christian
marriage.
Christian marriage, as stated clearly in The Book of Common Prayer is "...an
honourable estate, instituted of God..., which holy estate Christ adorned and
beautified with his presence and first miracle that he wrought in Cana of Galilee..."
Christian marriage, as instituted by God, is between one man and one woman. We
hold to the truth of this. As people of God, we are called to do so.. We offer our
prayers for all who may be affected by this decision. We also offer our prayers for
all who are made in God's image and will continue to minister faithfully to all
people. We know as well that the God of our creation will indeed make all things
well.

Your Brother in Christ,
+Brian

From A Christian Declaration on Marriage
This statement is endorsed by the ACA
We believe that marriage is a holy union of one man and one woman in which they commit, with
God's help, to build a loving, life-giving, faithful relationship that will last for a lifetime. God has
established the married state, in the order of creation and redemption, for spouses to grow in love
of one another and for the procreation, nurture, formation, and education of children.
The Scriptural basis for the above statement has been accepted for centuries and need not be
reviewed here, but recent civil actions and court rulings reveal a fundamental lack of
understanding of the nature of marriage in our time.
The Creator of all things established the marital partnership as the foundation of human society.
Accordingly, marriage is by divine ordinance and by its very nature a constituent and a
sacrament of community, and the basis of a sound society. This bond, then, which is essential for
the good of the married parties, of their children, and of society itself, does not depend upon the
"private choice" of the partners alone, but is inherently social and communal. It is for this reason
that human societies everywhere and at all times have established institutions to promote the
dignity, prosperity, peace and well-being of the family.
By their very nature, marriage and married love are ordained for the procreation and subsequent
nurture of children, as well as for mutual comfort and support. Thus marriage can exist only
between one man and one woman in an exclusive, lifelong union. Other relationships can and do
exist - some innocent and some blameworthy - but whatever they are, they are not marriage.
Municipalities, states, countries and other political entities can choose to enact statutes
attempting to contradict these truths. To do so can establish only their legal autonomy, not their
rectitude or their wise policy. To defy nature and truth will always carry a price over time. When
one jumps off a high structure, nothing very bad happens for a number of seconds - just enough
time for the unwise to revel in soaring with the birds. What our society needs now is the wisdom
and humility to abandon our childish willfulness, and to submit to what our Maker has ordained
for us.
The issue is much more than a conflict between God-based and purely secular definitions of
marriage. Even many who take no position on the sinfulness of the recent perversion of marriage
recognize it as problematic.
Highly recommended reading: Same-Sex 'Marriage' and the Persecution of Civil Society, by Dr.
Jennifer Roback Morse, author of Love and Economics: It Takes a Family to Raise a Village.

